
CCPA Privacy Addendum
This policy supplements our Privacy Policy and is specific to California residents.  The below table describes how we
process your information in accordance with the requirements of the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).

Some items listed below may only be collected, processed, or disclosed in specific use cases; for example, Clients
using Abound products for 1099 generation or TIN verification may not provide us with categories of information, such
as commercial financial transactions, necessary for quarterly tax predictions.

Categories of information
collected over the last 12
months

Sources of information Categories of third parties
with whom we have
disclosed this information
for a business purpose

Business or commercial
purpose for which
information was collected

Identifiers such as name,
physical address, IP
address, email address,
Social Security number,
financial account number

-Abound Clients
-Abound web properties
-Business communications
-LinkedIn & marketing
outreach vendors

-Infrastructure and hosting
providers
-Tax authorities
-Analytics and marketing
providers
-Corporate communications
providers

-Performing contracted
services
-Ongoing improvement of
Abound systems and
internal research
-Business development,
including marketing
outreach
-Detecting security
incidents and preventing
malicious use of services
-Debugging to identify and
remediate errors
-Responding to user
inquiries

Commercial information,
such as financial
transactions, business
name, Employer
Identification number (EIN)

-Abound clients
-Business communications
-LinkedIn & marketing
outreach vendors

-Infrastructure and hosting
providers
-Tax authorities

Internet or other
electronic network
activity information, such
as device identifiers, IP
address

-Web properties managed
by Abound
-Infrastructure providers

-Infrastructure and hosting
providers
-Website analytics providers

Geolocation data (typically
approximate, based on your
IP address)

-Inferred from user IP
address

-Analytics and marketing
providers
-Infrastructure and hosting
providers

Professional or
employment-related
information

-Abound Clients
-Abound web properties
-Business communications
-LinkedIn & marketing
outreach vendors

-Infrastructure and hosting
providers
-Machine learning providers
-Analytics and marketing
providers
-Tax authorities

Inferences, such as
estimated quarterly tax
payments, tax brackets,
whether specific
transactions may be
expensed, and basic
demographics of visitors to
web-properties

-Derived from data provided
by Clients
-Derived from internet and
networks activity

-Tax authorities
-Abound clients

http://withabound.com/privacy-policy


California Consumer Privacy Rights
We don’t sell personal information to others, so no sales opt-out mechanism is available.  In the event that we alter
this practice, we will update this page accordingly.

You have the right to request the following, up to twice in a 12-month period.  In the event that we received your
information from our Client & operate in a service provider relationship with them, we may direct you to contact our
Client who is the California business with whom you have a direct relationship with.  You can expect our Client to
validate your identity in order to fulfill your request, which we will support according to their direction.

Information you may request:
● Categories and specific pieces of personal information we have collected about you
● Categories of sources from which we collected the personal information
● Business or commercial purpose for which we collected or sold the personal information
● Categories of third parties with whom we shared the personal information
● Categories of personal information about you that we sold or disclosed for a business purpose, and the

categories of third parties to whom we sold or disclosed that information for a business purpose.

Note that our response may be identical to data outlined in the table above, unless you are requesting the specific
pieces of personal information we’ve collected about you, or use only a subset of Abound services where certain
categories may not apply.

If you request the specific pieces of information we’ve collected about you, we are required NOT to disclose Social
Security numbers or financial account numbers, although we will disclose that we have collected this information in
our response.

You also have the right to request deletion of your personal information.  If we have received your information from
our Client & operate in a service provider relationship with them, we may direct you to contact our Client to initiate
and validate your request, and we’ll act on their instructions in fulfilling it.  Note that Abound operates with financial
and tax data that may be subject to retention requirements under federal or state law that supersede the CCPA.

Submitting requests:
To submit a request, please contact us at privacy@withabound.com with support@withabound.com CC’ed or get in
touch with us at our toll-free number at (855) 306-4879. You may also contact us via these channels through an
authorized agent acting on your behalf.  If you choose to use an authorized agent, we will ask you to verify your own
identity and confirm that you have authorized the agent to submit requests on your behalf.   If you choose to exercise
your rights under CCPA, including by making any requests through these channels, you have the right NOT to
receive discriminatory treatment.  Any information you provide to us to exercise your rights will not be used for other
purposes, although we may keep a log of user rights requests and our corresponding handling for compliance
purposes.
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